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Description 
 
Canada has a rich competitive history in the Backstroke events and recently saw a revival 
in that stroke coming out of the Montreal National Swim Center with Coach Benoit Lebrun 
and his swimmer Charles Francis.  Looking to the future we need to ask how best to 
nurture and build upon these successes to continue developing our young backstroke 
swimmers.  In order to learn from their London Olympic Games experience and inspire the 
next generation of Canadian Backstrokers, I used my Swim BC grant to travel with two 
swimmers to visit Benoit and Charles for 5 days.  We made our journey from Vancouver in 
early April after the swimmers had taken a week to rest from World Trials. 

Goals and objectives 
 
The intent was to develop my coaching expertise by joining Benoit Lebrun for his workouts, 
picking his brain on backstroke technique and training, as well as expose our top age-
group swimmers to Canadian Olympians in their home training environment. 
 
Facilities and environment 
 

• MSNC is affiliated, and works closely 
with, a large club team – PPO. 

• The center and the club share pool 
space at the Olympic Stadium in 
Montreal, a 10 lane 50m pool with 
available dive dank (pictured right). 

• The true Olympic Stadium pool 
complex is gigantic with terrific training 
and support facilities for the MSNC 
swimmers.  The main complex is 
currently under renovation. 

• Until the competition pool is finished, 
MSNC swims in the 5 lane 50m 
“training pool” immediately adjacent. 

 
Training observations 
 

• Fresh from Trials in Victoria, Benoit had qualified his entire squad for World 
Championships!  Charles Francis, Audrey Lacroix, Sandrine Mainville, Barbara 
Jardin, and Victoria Poon.  After speaking with Ben, I believe this feat had as much 
to do with group expectation around the meet as it did with their physical preparation 
entering the competition.  Central to this was a shared belief that making the team 
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was only the “first step” with their primary objective being success at the 
Championships. 

• This week was MNSC’s first back since World Trials so swim workouts ran the 
gambit of aerobic zones with brief touches of speed for spice. 

• The MNSC senior athletes were extremely professional and purposeful around 
every of their training and preparation.  For example, they arrived early, went 
through an individualized pre-workout activation, and attended meetings with 
support staff throughout the day.  Their autonomy was impressive but also what you 
would expect from our National team members. 

• Team cohesion was clearly a major part of daily workouts; everyone demonstrated 
respect and encouragement for each other.  Coaches and swimmers were on the 
same page, working towards the same goals. 

• Back-end speed, descending, and negative splitting factored into almost everything.   
The emphasis on finishing strong this way was always present in the all the sets if 
not clearly stated on the practice write-up. 

• Ben and Tom emphasized balancing the week’s swimming and dryland training with 
adequate recovery time and understanding the needs of each individual athlete. 

• Training always focused on quality swimming, utilizing stroke count and video 
feedback, and higher intensity efforts were allotted appropriate rest. 

• Technical correction was being delivered at every opportunity; Ben and Tom 
coached every set vigorously, delivering corrections and physically manipulating the 
swimmers, watching iPad videos (App: Swim Coach HD) with them.  Corrections 
were very specific (for example, angles of the hand on entry) and never general. 

• Building an awareness of stroke efficiency, shown and tracked using stroke count 
and time, within the swimmers was a guiding principle in training. 

• Activation pre-workout was prescribed by the physiotherapist for each swimmer and 
designed to engage target muscle groups before getting into the water.  In this way, 
swimmers spent less time warming up. 

• Before and after workouts coaches spent time with each athlete, checking in with 
them, chatting about the workout or their plans. 

• MNSC utilized a mobile statistical tracking system made by Avida Sport.  Each 
swimmer wore three sensors (two for the hands and one under the cap) which 
relayed live stroke counts, stroke rates, heart rates, velocities, and split times to the 
coach!  The swimmers received the same statistics through an earpiece!  Coaches 
also had the option of communicating messages to the swimmers through that same 
earpiece.  We used this tool for two different test sets – 6x 400 and 4x (8x 15) – to 
examine efficiency and stroke rate respectively.  The real-time results were 
fascinating.  The system definitely involves a learning curve, for the coach and the 
athletes, and presents some challenges (for example, breaking to equip the sensors 
and athlete discomfort during swimming) but the technology showed potential and 
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provided some compelling feedback to the swimmers.  Advances in micronizing the 
equipment and bringing the software to iPad will make the system much for user 
friendly, and perhaps, more affordable. 

• Dryland training and testing played heavily into the MSNC program – senior and 
youth.  Strength coaches worked daily with the senior swimmers.  Benoit talked 
often about “balance” and certainly this type of work affected the aims of the pool 
sessions and what was possible.   

• During this week there was a high frequency of physical testing, which included 
many jumping and body weight lifting exercises as well as body posture 
observations.  The youth squad performed routines geared towards improving 
overall athletism while the senior regime focused on more swimming specific 
exercises (for example, stroke or kicking simulations with resistance). 

 
Technical tips 
 

• In Backstroke, the flexibility and mobility of the back and shoulders must be such as 
to allow for a squared-hip with simultaneous extension of the shoulders along the 
back during recovery.  Shrugging to carry the shoulder is a simple and effective 
correction but the “shrug” must come from the back as opposed to an internal 
rotation of the joint.  Without this range of motion reliable power under loads is not 
possible and injury can occur. 

• In Backstroke, the hips and legs continually rest on the surface from continuity of 
kicking and parallel alignment of the head and spine.  The hallmark of an adept 
backstroke swimmer is the ability to sustain this body position, riding on top of the 
water and never below it. 

• In Freestyle, the hand-arm should enter the water close to the head and extension 
should follow from the truck roll (not the shoulder).  From this roll and reach, the 
hand should continue to “run” forward, submerged, lengthening the body and 
emphasizing the streamline. 

• In Freestyle, breathing and breath timing must be low and fast, starting the inhale at 
the onset of the push phase and concluding it before the arm reaches the shoulder 
line or mid-point of the recovery.  Fluid transition from stroke to stroke comes from a 
combination of steady kicking and this “seamlessly” breathing. 

• In Butterfly, the hand-entry dolphin kick should aid in setting the next catch phase by 
“running” hands into the water and supporting the setup position.  As opposed to 
simply shooting the body forward, halting, and breaking the fluidity of the stroke, the 
hand-entry dolphin should give the appearance of the swimmer moving “downhill” 
and always forward as they press their chest and head naturally into a better 
streamline position. 
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Other observations 
 

• Creating a competent and committed network of support is essential.  Consider that 
MNSC has 10 experts working with 5 athletes!  I was privileged to attend an IST 
meeting and listen to the different perspectives of various sports experts around the 
preparation of each athlete – it was fascinating and illuminating to see the bigger 
picture outside the pool. 

• During training and competition, Ben impressed on me that the coach must balance 
the swimmer’s expectations with their abilities otherwise that swimmer will 
eventually breakdown.  This comes from experience and time working with an 
athlete.  A successful balance will build trust and buy-in from the swimmer. 

• Nutrition must be addressed otherwise training will suffer.  Each MSNC swimmer 
must have 2 water bottles – 1 water and 1 Gatorade – before swimming a workout. 

• Psychological interventions are should be staged events.  By staging interventions 
throughout the season the coach seizes control of this or that issue of the 
swimmers’ preparation rather than worrying when said issue would arise. 

• Older senior swimmers (Olympians and Canadian National team members) 
interacted freely with the Youth program and PPO swimmers to everyone’s benefit. 

• Plan for everything and nothing will surprise you. 
 
Workouts 
 

• MNSC senior group workouts led by Coach Benoit Lebrun can be viewed here:  
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/22d6lx21a72kubg/mwsnBBC2Vt 

 
• MSNC youth group workouts led by Tom Rushton can be viewed here:  

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/dk0cnfn63d8eyk6/TljZwuKQd0 
 

• For a full explanation (in French) Tom’s ‘Colours” training energy zones see here: 
https://www.dropbox.com/s/rqincvfmzrs6a8v/Tableau%20des%20couleurs%

20%28syst%C3%A8mes%20%C3%A9nerg%C3%A9tiques%29.pdf 
!
 

Thanks to Benoit, Tom, Christin and the whole MSNC Integrated Support Staff for 
welcoming us to their programs and mentoring us for this trip! 

 
 

Special thanks to Swim BC for making this experience possible! 


